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Teacher Tips

• To make tracers, cut out a

tagboard copy of the hat,

mitten, and boot patterns on

page 29.

• To eliminate the sharp point at

the end of the chenille nose,

fold the tip back onto itself.

Snowpal
This jolly fellow is quite a little “carrot-ter”!

Display these special snowpals around your
classroom to spread cheer to youngsters through-
out the day.

Materials (per child)
hat, mitten, and boot tracers (see

Teacher Tips)
small white paper plate
large white paper plate
black construction paper
orange bumpy chenille section
buttons
15" length of ribbon
wrapping paper
markers
scissors

Directions
1. Trace the hat once and the boot twice

onto black construction paper. Then
trace the mitten twice onto a piece of
wrapping paper. Cut out all the
shapes.

2. Glue the hat onto the small plate to
create the snowpal’s head.

3. Draw eyes and a mouth on the face;
then poke one end of the chenille
piece through the plate to represent a
carrot nose. Bend and tape the in-
serted end to the back of the head.

4. To make the body, glue the mittens and
boots onto the large paper plate as
shown.  Then glue buttons onto the
body.

5. After the glue dries, punch a hole near
the bottom of the head and one near
the top of the body. Tie the two
sections together with the ribbon.

Susan Bunyan—Dodge City, KS
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